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A relation between the coefficients of the power series and the behaviour of the 
maximum modulus is given for a class of entire functions. An application of this 
theorem connects absolute moments and tail probabilities for a class of random 
variables which includes, e.g., the Poisson case. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this paper we prove a connection (see Theorem 1) between the 
maximum modulus and the coefficients of the power series of an entire 
function f of infinite order. A similar relation for functions of finite order is 
well known. See, for example, [S, Appendix D]. As an application of our 
result we will prove the equivalence of two different conditions: one on the 
asymptotic behaviour of the absolute moments pn and the other one on the 
behaviour of the tails of the distribution function of a random variable Y. 
We suppose the characteristic function to be entire. In [6] it has been 
shown that the condition 
lim -ln(P(IYl>y))/~(y)=l, 
y - m 
where the function 4 is regularly varying with exponent p > 1 (i.e., 4 
satisfies $(cy) - c”$( y) ( y + co, p > 1) is equivalent to the condition 
jg P?fw l/v l/P -=v e , 
n-00 n 
where Ic/ is regularly varying with exponent v and p - ’ + v- ’ = 1. 
In this paper we consider the case p = 1. The class of regularly varying 
functions however, is not appropriate in this case. The method of proof is 
adapted from [6]. For the function f we take the characteristic function of 
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the random variable (Y(. We denote the distribution function of the ran- 
dom variable 1 YI by F and define the function p by 
F(s) = cc0 es’ dF(u) for SER. (1) 
JO 
Then the maximum modulus M(s, f) := maxI= =s If(z)/ = p((s) by 
Theorem 7.1.2 in Lukacs [8]. 
Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 concern the relation between F and p for the case we 
are interested in. This relation is also connected with the so-called com- 
plementary function (*-transform) which is defined below. 
DEFINITION 1. Suppose 4: R + -+ R + satisfies d(t)/? + co (t + co). The 
complementary function d* is defined by the relation 
d*(x)=suP {XY-d(Y)) for x>O. 
,b’ > 0 
For regularly varying functions of exponent > 1 the properties of this 
transform are studied in Matuszewska [9], Bingham and Teugels [4]. For 
properties of this transform in case the exponent is 1 see Geluk, de Haan, 
and Stadtmiiller [S]. In order to be able to formulate the results we first 
define two classes of functions: 
DEFINITION 2. A non-decreasing function $: R + --, R + belongs to the 
class Z7 if $(a) = co and if there exists a function c1 such that 
lim IC/(fx) - ICl(‘) = In x for all x > 0. 
I--r’x 4t) 
(2) 
Notation. $ E 17. The function c1 (determined up to asymptotic 
equivalence) is called an auxiliary function for I++. It is well known that (2) 
implies a(tx) -a(t) (t -+ co) for x>O and h(t)-!; s C@(S) (t -+ co). 
Moreover a(t)=o($(t)) (t + co). See [7, Theorem 1.4.1-J. 
DEFINITION 3. A nondecreasing function y: R + + R + belongs to the 
class r if there exists a function j?: R + + R + such that for all x E R 
lim ?4t + xP(t)) = e”. 
t--raC r(r) 
(3) 
EXAMPLE. Ii/(x) = In” x + o(ln”-’ x) (a > 0), a(x) = (1 + o(l))a In”- ’ x 
and y(x) = (1 + o( 1)) edu (a > 0), p(x) = a. 
It is well known that $ E ZZ if and only if $’ E r ($’ is an inverse 
function to $, defined, for instance, by tj+(x)=inf{ y; $(y)>x}). See [7, 
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Theorem 1.551. It is possible to replace b in (3) by a function which is 
asymptotically equal. Moreover the function /I satisfies /3(t) = o(t) (t + co). 
See [7, Lemma 1.5.11. In case y = $+ the auxiliary functions c1 (in (2)) and 
p in (3) are related by 
(4) 
For further properties of the classes 17 and r the reader is referred to [7]. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the function f(z) = C,“=O c,z” is entire with 
maximum modulus M(s, f) = max,,, =s 1 f(z)/. The following statements are 
equivalent: 




(ii) there exists a function y satisfying Definition 3 such that 
lim In M(s,~)=~ 
S'cc Y(S) . 
In the above case we may choose the functions $ and y such that 
(5) 
(6) 
y(s)- (es)F’ 1: V(u) du (s -+ 00). (7) 
Proof: Suppose (5) holds true. For E > 0 arbitrary there exists n, such 
that 
Ic,I -lbi 3 cl/(n) -i a(n) 3 $(neF) 




c,z” <Cl Ic,lsn< C Ic,I sn + 1 {s/$(ne-E)}“. 
n < % n 2 “E 
We denote the last sum by x. We may assume the function $ to be 
differentiable with non-increasing derivative e’(x) N x(x)/x (x -+ co). This 
is permitted since for any tj satisfying (2) there exists a rjO E I7 such that tiO 
is differentiable with non-increasing derivative i&(x) N cc(x)/x and 
1+-1,5~=o(a). See [2, Theorem 163. 
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Now the maximum term in C for large s is obtained for 
n - {exp(c - l)} $+(s) (s + ~0). (8) 
This can be seen by differentiation if we consider n as a continuous 
variable. Write C = C, + x2 where the summations in C, and C2 are taken 
over n, d n 6 21//+(s) and n > 21//+(s), respectively. Note that (8) implies 
*be -“) =s - cr(@+(s)) (1 + o(l)), since convergence in (2) is uniform on 
compact x intervals of R+ (see Balkema [ 1, Proposition 9.31). Hence 
I< 2lj’(s){ 1 - a(l)-(s))( 1 + o( l))/s) pp’-‘+““V(s) 
=21CI’(s)exp{a(~-(s))IC/-(s)e~--’(l +O(f))/S} 
=exp{a(lCI-(s))~+(s)e~~‘(l +o(l))/s} (s + co). 
Next we show that Cz is bounded for large s. Take 0 <E < In 2. Then 
The last series converges since 
{W/2Mne-“)l” < expj -2(ln 2 - E) ncx(n)/+(n)} 6 exp( -n112) 
for sufficiently large n. Using (4) above now gives 
lim s In M(s, f) 
s-m 
Since 0 <E < In 2 is arbitrary we find 
s ln Mb, f) pm J; i‘(u)duGe--‘. 
By (5), for any E > 0 there exists a sequence nk ---, co (k = 1, 2,...) such that 
for n=n, 
Application of Cauchy’s inequality gives 
MS, f) 2 Ic,I f 2 (s/lCl(m’)}n (9) 
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for n = nk (k = 1, 2,...) and s > 0. In (9) we take s = $(en). Using similar 
arguments one proves that (9) implies 
Since $I E 17 implies I/J’ E r, the function y defined by 
y(s) := (es)-’ 1’ $‘(u) du satisfies (ii) ([7, Lemma 1.521). 
0 
Conversely suppose (6). Since sy(s) E r there exists a non-decreasing 
function I,$+ E r satisfying (7) (see [3]). This defines a function I+G satisfying 
(2). Assume 
lim Icnl -l’” - Ii/(n) 
c with c # 0 finite. 
n-m Lx(n) = 
Then (5) holds with IC/(n) replaced by $(e’n). Hence 
which gives a contradiction. The case c = + cc can be treated similarly. 
Remark. Under the assumptions of the above theorem the functionf is 
of infinite order. This follows since $ E l7 implies 
ln,=.(ln(s-‘~~$+(,)d~)) (s-00). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose F is the distribution function of a non-negative ran- 
dom variable with entire characteristic function and E is defined by (1). Let 
d:R++R+ be such that d(t)/t -+ co (t -+ co). Then 
f(s) < e++) for s > 0 implies 1 - F(x) < e-**(x) for x>O. (10) 
Moreover, if there exists a positive function a such that 
lim ‘(tx)-x4(t) =x In x for all x > 0, 
t-m W 
(11) 
then if there exists an x0 such that for all x > x0 
1 -F(x) <e-““‘, 
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then there exists an s, such that 
F(s) de (I + C))*(.Y) for s 3 s,:. (12) 
Proof The implication (10) is taken from Lemma 2 in Geluk [6]. In 
order to prove (12) write 





By the assumption on F we have 
s 
s 
3c (1 -F(u)) e”“&<~[~ esu-)(u)du=e(lfO(l))B*(S) (s-+ a), 
‘0 -Y” 
where the last equality is a consequence of Lemma 2 below. Note that 
ecs = o(e+*cS’) (s + co) by Lemma 2 below. This finishes the proof. 
The next lemma describes the behaviour of the *-transform for functions 
$ satisfying (11). The representation (13) is a consequence of Theorem 1.4.2 
in [7]; the proof of ( 14) is similar to the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 in 
c51. 
LEMMA 2. Let I$ R+ +Ri be measurable and q4(t)/t + co (t + co). 
Define the function 4 by the relation 
&s)=InsjdL e.‘UprcU’du, s>O. 
Then if ~+4 satisfies (11) there exists a function g E 17 such that 
d(t) = ji g(x) dx + o(ta(t)) (t + a). (13) 
Under the above assumptions we have 
i%)4*(+ j; g+(u)du (s+ 001, 
hence $Erandd*Er. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose 4: R+ + R+, &t)/t is non-decreasing, &t)/t + co 
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if and only if 
(16) 
Proof. Suppose (15) holds true. Then for any E > 0 there exists x, such 
that 
-ln(l -F(x))>~(x)-sxa(x)>#((l -&)x)/(1 -E) 
for x > x,. 
Application of Lemma 1 now gives In E=(s) 6 (1 + E) #*(s)/( 1 - E) for 
sas,. Since E>O is arbitrary we find ii&,,, In F(s)/d*(s) < 1. If 
iii% s- ou(ln P(s)/~*(s)) < 1, then there exists E > 0 such that for x > X(E), 
-ln(l-F(x))~(1-s)~**(~/(1-~))~(1-s)~~(~/(1-.s)~), 
the first inequality being justified by (10) and the second inequality by [S, 
Theorem 3.21. The resulting inequality contradicts (15). The proof of the 
converse part is similar. 
Combination of the above results gives our application. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the random variable Y has an entire characteristic 
function and P( I Yj > y) > 0 for YE R. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
a. There exist 4 and a satisfying (11) such that c$( y)/y + cg (t + 00) 
and 
_lim -lWIW4-~b4~0 
y + co Y4Y) 
b. There exist tj and c1 satisfying Definition 2 such that 
(17) 
(18) 
In the above case we may choose the functions 4 and $ such that 
4*(s) - (es)-’ 6 $‘(u) du (s--f co). (19) 
Then the functions CI and a are asymptotically equal, i.e., a(s)- a(s) 
(s + co). (d* is given in Definition 1, I+++ is the inverse function of $.) 
Proof. Denote the distribution function of the random variable 1 YI by 
4’29/118/1-12 
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F. By Theorem 7.1.2 in Lukacs [S] we have M(s, .f’) = F(S), where f is the 
characteristic function of ( YJ and the functions F and A4 are defined as in 
(1) and Theorem 1. Application of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 shows that 
(17) is equivalent to (18). Note that Ic,I = E) Y(“/n! and C$ and Ic/ are related 
by (19). The statement a(~)-a(s) ( s -+ a) is a consequence of (19) and 
Lemma 2. 
EXAMPLES. If Y is Poisson distributed with parameter A, then 
M(s, f) =3((s) = E(exp sY) = exp{A(e” - l)}. Now Y satisfies (6) with 
y(s) = ;l(e.‘- 1). Application of Theorem 1 shows that Y satisfies the con- 
ditions of Theorem 2 with $(n) = In n - In In n -In 1- 1 + o( 1) and 
a(n) = 1. In this case we have 4*(s) - n(e’- 1) (s + co) and (17) is satisfied 
with &x)=xlnx-x-xlnil+o(x) (x+co). 
As a second example we take &x)=x In” x+ o(x lnP-‘x) (b>O, 
x + co), hence I++(X) = In@ x - p2(ln In x)(ln”-‘x) + a(lnP-‘x) (x + co) and 






.v - m I 
if and only if 
lim (ElYI”)~1’“(n!)1’“_Inn+P21nInn=0 
n-m I& I, 
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